Please join us for a...

MDOT MBE/DBE Information and Networking Event

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 2014
1:00 PM to 3:00 PM

HILTON BALTIMORE BWI AIRPORT HOTEL
1739 W NURSERY RD
LINTHICUM HEIGHTS, MD 21090

This meeting is being held to discuss opportunities for the BWI D/E SecurityCheckpoint 
and Connector project.

The project will construct and renovate 225,000 sf between Concourse D and Concourse E. The primary components of the Project include the widening and renovation of the “throat” portion of Concourse D; the construction of a new D/E Connector with a separate “sterile corridor” to the International Arrivals area in Concourse E; the reconfiguration of two (2) existing domestic gates; and the construction of an eight (8) lane passenger security screening checkpoint.

Specific elements of the project include selective demo, structural steel framing, masonry, millwork, curtain wall and building envelope systems; metal panels, flat and metal roofing, terrazzo, tile, carpet and resilient flooring; painting, metal ceiling, moving walkways and elevators; mechanical and plumbing; fire protection systems, electrical and telecommunications; security systems, and pavement reconstruction, etc.

UPDATE:

In addition to the opportunities at the BWI project:

1. Hensel Phelps will be presenting upcoming opportunities for the Rail Yard and Maintenance Facility at Dulles Airport. Hensel Phelps is looking for Virginia Unified Certification Process (VUCP) certified DBE’s for the Silver Line project.

2. Hensel Phelps has joined the Purple Line Transit Partners in pursuit of the Purple Line project. We are seeking MDOT certified DBE’s and MBE’s interested in the Purple Line.

Space is limited. Please RSVP by Tuesday, October 7

Eventbrite URL- https://henselphelps.eventbrite.com

ATTEND THIS EVENT TO

✓ **Hear more about this project and future airport work**

✓ **Network with Hensel Phelps representatives**

✓ **Learn how you can participate**

✓ **Network with colleagues**

Please contact Tim Davis with any scope questions
(703) 828-3200
TDavis@HenselPhelps.com